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Abstract: This essay has as its focus the cinephilic website kino-teatr.ru, whose aim is to fa-
cilitate film-talk among a large community of cinema afficianados on Runet. Central to the 
successful functioning of this online community is the transformed nature of cinephilia (a 
passion not just for film, but also the physical experience of a movie-theatre) that character-
ises contemporary movie habits. Kino-teatr.ru affords a space for downloading films, sharing 
movie-talk, contributing rumour, anecdote, fact and opinion, and creating and sustaining cin-
ema/cultural memory. Such engagement with cinema is, therefore, transmedial (uses multiple 
media platforms for its expression) and is no longer singularly dependent on the physical set-
ting of the theatre. Further, the interface and its interactions destablise old institutions of film 
viewing and expertise, and efface boundaries between past and present temporalities. Kino-
teatr.ru, thus, embodies a new ‘digital cinephilia’, pervasive on Runet. 
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usan Sontag famously mourned the demise of cinephilia, a term that encapsulates a pas-
sionate interest in the movies as a medium and as an experience. She claimed its death 

knell had been sounded by home viewing technologies (Sontag 1996). But cinephilia is far 
from dead. Digital technologies have merely released it from its earlier dependence on the 
physical setting of the movie theatre and enabled it to become a decentred, participatory 
practice. Indeed, Runet has a rich network of web sites that include cinephilic blogs, commu-
nities and forums, where cinephilia, enabled by new technological affordances, is transme-
dial. Digital cinephilia, a term I use to describe the passion for the movies in this age of 
transmedia, involves the use of the internet and personal digital media to upload, share and 
contribute to popular knowledge about cinema.  

S 

This critical review is prompted by several visits over the past few months to the website 
kino-teatr.ru, whose name suggests that the practice of ‘going to the movies’ and ‘being at 
the movies’ has acquired new experiential dimensions in the age of digital media. This web-
site illustrates that  cinephilia is no longer simply the physical act of theatre attendance and 
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subsequent film talk, but the ability to watch films online at any given moment, create clips, 
remix, preserve online repositories and display expertise by reviewing films. Digital 
cinephilia, as exemplified by kino-teatr.ru, does away with the fixed temporalities of film 
shows of the past and disrupts old classifications of film critics and archivists as ‘amateur’ 
and ‘professional’. 

 
Figure 1. Homepage of kino-teatr.ru. 

 
Source: http://www.kino-teatr.ru (accessed 8 February 2011) 
 
Launched in 2006, kino-teatr.ru is an ambitious site for engaging with and about cinema, and 
relies on members to contribute to its content. Links abound on kino-teatr.ru and allow you to 
author your own experience of the movies. Any movie-going experience begins with the ac-
tual film show. On kino-teatr.ru you have access to this core movie going experience by le-
gally downloading pre-revolutionary Russian films, Soviet films, new Russian films and 
Russian DVD releases of world cinemas. This legal access is enabled by the partnership be-
tween kino-teatr.ru and Digital Video Network (DVN), the leading online distribution com-
pany for digital film and video production in Russia (www.dvn.ru). The average cost of a 
film here is 30-40 rubles (about 1 Euro). Online payments can be made by credit card, in 
SMS transactions or through the safe payment gateways provided by Yandex.Den’gi and 
Webmoney. A successful transaction is followed by a prompt to download the film file to 
your computer. Note, however, that the legal structure of this business partnership does not 
permit those living outside the territory of the Russian Federation to download films. Thus, 
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the promise of a transmedial and transnational digital cinephilia is only partially fulfilled on 
this website, circumscribed as it is by international copyright law that regulates the circula-
tion of audio-visual materials across national borders. 
 
Figure 2. Page on kino-teatr.ru, offering films for download. 

 
Source: http://www.kino-teatr.ru/download/ (accessed 8 February 2011) 
 
Aside from the film viewing experience offered by the site, every film entry has links to 
viewership figures, stills, lyrics of the film’s songs and press information, and also enables 
members’ discussions of the films they have viewed. The site reinforces digital cinephilia’s 
(albeit limited) transnational scope by allowing lengthy posts and entries on all cinemas of 
the world. This transnationalism derives from the site’s content, rather than the composition 
of its membership, its linguistic affordances or, as we saw earlier, any unfettered distributive 
rights.  

Kino-teatr.ru also informs the visitor/member in great depth about directors, producers, 
actors and other artists engaged in film production. The archive has film and theatre reviews 
authored by members, illustrating the worldwide trend of ‘amateur’ enthusiasts treading the 
previously exclusive terrain of film criticism.1 On kino-teatr.ru, veteran film professionals 
are remembered with routine displays of homage. For instance, Leonid Bykov is memorial-
ized in comment after comment for his stellar work in films such as One-Two, Soldiers were 

                                                 
1 In the west, for instance, influential blogs such as www.milkplus.blogspot.com and chatrooms have become 
the primary setting of contemporary cinephilia. 
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Going … / Aty-Baty, Shli Soldaty … (1973, dir. Leonid Bykov).2 Elena Shanina, famous for 
her role in Twelve Chairs/ Dvenadtsat’ stul’ev (1976, dir. Mark Zakharov) earns affectionate 
remarks that address her as ‘Lenochka’ and thank her for many hours of viewing pleasure.3 
A striking illustration of the engagement with contemporary professionals occurs in the com-
ments pages on the film Vanished Empire/ Ischeznuvshaia imperiia (2008, dir. Karen 
Shakhnazarov): a comment by a viewer, addressed to the film’s screenwriter Sergei Rokotov, 
about certain historical inaccuracies in an otherwise ‘flawless’ film, is met with a warm, ac-
commodating reply by Rokotov himself.4 In this manner the site successfully transgresses 
different modes of authorship as well as temporalities because it holds within it past and pre-
sent resources, whose meanings continue to be negotiated in the comments pages. 

Kino-teatr.ru is a collaborative archive that is intended to provide visitors and members 
with all dimensions of the movie-going experience. The site has thousands of comments by 
guests, offering information or suggestions and correcting alleged misinformation on the site 
(see Figure 3). Further, members engage in long-winded discussions about cinema in the 
comments space below each review, film synopsis and theatre description. The processual 
nature of articulating, learning and remembering is in full evidence on this site and gives cre-
dence to the optimistic view that digital sites can function as a public sphere (or many public 
spheres). A lively interactive space, it is sadly riddled with an important design flaw. The 
space for conversation is not a forum interface but has the appearance of a narrow ‘com-
ments’ column that is difficult to read at a stretch and is hardly conducive to expansive delib-
erations (see Figure 3). The fact that members, nevertheless, participate to the extent they do 
is a sign of their deep commitment to talking about cinema.  

Finally, the manner in which cinephilia intersects with cultural memory on kino-teatr.ru 
should be of interest to historians. On the film history page, the administrators invite us to 
participate: ‘Delve into your memories, your impressions, and you will find invaluable treas-
ures. Our emotions and ideas, and yours, are fading … and our beloved films, spectacles, ar-
tistes run the risk of fading with them. - send your articles, impressions, memories to this ad-
dress on our site, which has its goal the forming of an extensive database of our collective 
memory. Create with us, and remember – we need you!’5 The upshot is a rich network of 
film-related ideas and observations that range from critical commentaries to personal memo-
ries. The site provides the cultural tools to contribute to collective memory of old cinema. 
Members revisit and appreciate Soviet films for their aesthetic value (often expressed as the 
‘old cinema remains unmatched’ sentiment), but Soviet films also act as mnemonic devices 
that trigger memories of other related experiences of the Soviet period. For instance, discus-
sions of films become segues to recollections of childhood in the Soviet era. Further, the col-
laborative deliberation over old films also involves disenchantment and shared critical per-

                                                 
2 http://www.kino-teatr.ru/kino/director/sov/634/forum/ (accessed 15 March 2011) 
3 http://www.kino-teatr.ru/kino/acter/w/ros/4811/forum/ (accessed 15 March 2011) 
4 http://www.kino-teatr.ru/kino/movie/ros/hud/10420/forum/#683813 (accessed 12 March 2011) 
5 ‘Pokopaites’ v svoei pamiati, v svoikh vpechatleniiakh, i vy obnaruzhite bestsennye sokrovishcha! Uvy, vse 
nashi i vashi chuvstva i mysli postepenno ukhodiat … a s nimi vmeste nashi liubimye fil’my, spektakli, artisty. 
– prisylaete svoi stat’i, vpechatleniia, vospominaniia po etomu adresu na nash sayt, kotoryi stavit svoei zadachei 
formirovanie obshirnoi bazy pamiati nashikh sootchestvennikov. Tvorite vmeste s nami i pomnite – v vas 
nuzhdaiutsia!’  http://www.kino-teatr.ru/kino/art/kino/ (accessed 7 February 2011) 
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spectives about films once loved, such as Cranes are Flying / Letiat Zhuravli (1957, dir. 
Mikhail Kalatazov).6  
 
Figure 3. Segment of members’ discussion about I Walk Around Moscow / Ia shagaiu po 
Moskve (1963, dir. Georgii Daneliia). 

 
Source: http://www.kino-teatr.ru/kino/movie/sov/8201/forum/ (accessed 8 February 2011). 
 

                                                 
6 http://www.kino-teatr.ru/kino/movie/sov/3480/forum/f2/ (accessed 12 March 2011)
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Kino-teatr.ru is a sophisticated website, remarkable for the scale, variety and depth of its 
content. Interaction is central to the functioning and success of the site, although its interface 
does not suggest that user participation is a priority. Notwithstanding this design flaw, kino-
teatr.ru remains a valuable resource for those seeking cinema fact, trivia and opinion. Film-
talk here is a transmedial, networked and collaborative practice, making the site rich in con-
tent and a great resource that offers insights into cinema memory and contemporary Russian 
reception of domestic and world cinemas.  
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